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NEW DANCE PIECE WOLFTHICKET MAKES ITS BALTIMORE DEBUT AT LE MONDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More than just playful but masterful, raw, and genuine -- Philadelphia Dance Journal 

A confrontationally joyous spirit -- thinkingDance 

 

BALTIMORE, MD –  

Le Mondo (www.lemondo.org) presents WOLFTHICKET, a new dance piece exploring a simple yet vast 

question: why do we dance? 

During this exploration, Wolfthicket hops and skips across time and place, with inspiration drawn from 

the traditions, rituals, and fantasies of the 'girls games', such as hand clapping games, recess activities, 

and make-believe. It then evolves into more adult forms of play, like vaudeville and the joyful catharsis 

of club culture. 
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Led by choreographer, dancer, and former Baltimore City mover and shaker Lily Kind (www.lilykind.org), 

Wolfthicket is a mischievous, musical, and improvised ensemble dance piece that debuted to sold-out 

crowds in Philadelphia, PA this past August 2021. 

Wolfthicket has its Baltimore premiere for one night only on October 30, 2021 at Le Mondo, a multi-

disciplinary artist-run venue at 406 North Howard Street in the Bromo Arts District of downtown 

Baltimore. Shows run one hour and are at 7PM and 9PM. Tickets are $15 

(www.lemondo.org/events/wolfthicket) 

Directed by Lily Kind, Wolfthicket draws upon hand clapping games, recess activities, make-believe, and 

satires of intertwining US American folk traditions. The show is a collage of improvisations that Kind and 

ensemble have been developing since 2015. Sampling, chorus refrains, accumulation, percussion, and 

call and response power the music, the dancing, the set. The Pointer Sisters cover Steely Dan. Grace 

Jones interprets Edith Piaf. Miss Susie and her Steamboat mutate into a Vaudevillian dream. Kind has 

written a playbill-turned-bibliography that experiments with citing the omnipresence of Afro Diasporic 

influence on pop culture. 

Wolfthicket marks choreographer Kind’s artistic return to Baltimore 

Though she’s now based in Philly, Kind called Baltimore home from 2008-2014. In Baltimore, Kind built a 

reputation for making large-scale collaborative, immersive, multidisciplinary dance theater as the leader 

of Effervescent Collective, as well as a repeat performer and choreographer for the Baltimore Rock 

Opera Society. Accolades included Best Choreographer (Baltimore Magazine, 2014); Best Dance 

Company, Effervescent Collective (Baltimore City Paper, 2010, 2012);  Best Dance Company, 

Effervescent Collective (Baltimore Magazine, 2012);  Baker Artist Award ‘B’ Grant (2011); and Top 10 

Baltimoreans to Watch Under 30 (Baltimore Sun, 2011).  She also collaborated with Single Carrot 

Theater, Andrew Bernstein (Horse Lords), Dan Deacon, Mickey Free, Louis Weeks among others; 

choreographed music videos for Sianna Plavin and Bosley; and appeared in music videos for 

Dungeonesse and Celebration. She also trained in historical black vernacular dance styles with Guardian 

Baltimore, predominantly Lindy Hop, and was a regular at Mobtown Ballroom. 

An Aesthetic of Adaptability and Do-It-Yourself  

Kind cites producing dance in Baltimore during the years following the 2009 economic recession as the 

foundation of her aesthetic - fueled by adaptability and a DIY production ethos – and an even more 

necessary driving force for her work in the wake of a pandemic. Kind has a history of making work to suit 



idiosyncratic dancers, whom she once referred to as ‘heirlooms’ (“Choreographer as Scientist, Chef” 

Sarasota Herald Tribune). Members of her ensemble practice a variety of folk forms: Taiko drumming, 

capoeira, waacking, and house. Kind is known for tickling expectations of dance, and Wolfthicket is an 

exuberant culmination of her ongoing research into a theme that weaves through all of her work: why 

do we dance? 

 

MORE ABOUT WOLFTHICKET 

Wolfthicket premiered in Philadelphia in August 2021 to a sold out seven-show run. The project 

originally began in late 2015 as research-project-designed-for stage with the Sarasota Contemporary 

Dance Company. In 2016 it became a darkly comedic, athletic, collaborative piece of dance theater co-

directed with set designer Adam Stone and performed in a karate dojo in downtown Philly. In 2019, a 

side project grew out of Wolfthicket rehearsals, and Kind made Bolero, an over-the-top romp set to the 

iconic classical bop. In early 2020, just before the pandemic, Kind toured a trio version of the show to 

Chicago to perform at Table Projects. 

The ensemble performing the Baltimore debut of Wolfthicket includes originators Maddie Hopfield, 

Chelsea Murphy, Lillian Ransjin, Dylan Smythe, and Elizabeth Weinstein as well as the addition of 

Baltimore-based dancer Lea Williams 

 

MORE ABOUT THE CHOREOGRAPHER 

Lily Kind is a real find. Precise in her movement, she flirted with the audience, pulling us into the games. 

It was hard to take your eyes off her. 

“Fun & Games at the Club: Lily Kind presents Wolfthicket,” Broad St. Journal 

...a kinetic polyglot -- Baltimore City Paper 

In Philly, Kind is perhaps more known for her work in the lindy hop scene, as a vernacular jazz dancer, 

and co-founder of RagTag Empire, as well as the former second-in-command to Vince Johnson, director 

of Urban Movement Arts (UMA) Philly’s downtown epicenter of street and club dance styles. At UMA, 

Kind connected with Mark “B’Boy Metal” Wong, of Hip Hop Fundamentals and RepStyles Crew, with 

whom she collaborated on a critically acclaimed performance for the 2019 Fringe Festival titled Lily & 



Metal Indescribable Flowers. More recently, Kind linked up with Mel Cotton, formerly of Rennie Harris 

Pure Movement, and Adriana Imhof, to launch a dance history podcast called Tracing Steps. 

 

EVENT SCHEDULE AND TICKET INFORMATION 

Saturday 10/30 | 7 pm 

Saturday 10/30 | 9 pm 

Ticket sale info: 

www.lemondo.org/events/wolfthicket 

 

 

ABOUT LE MONDO 

Le Mondo an artist-owned-and-run project creating a multi-use community hub and experimental 

performance complex from the ground up in downtown Baltimore’s Bromo Arts District. We run a bar & 

performance venue for artists and art-lovers with diverse arts programming, artist studios, and event 

space. We support our creative community by providing affordable, flexible space to make and present 

new art.  
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www.lemondo.org 
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